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Anchor Chain Tensioners
These fitting will securely tension and hold the anchor in the bow roller channel. 
They will free up use of the bow cleat and prepare the anchor for sea condition 
assuring you peace of mind. This fitting is not designed to take the strain of the 
rode of a boat at anchor. “Single Hook” style has an overall length is 12”, the 
threaded hook has 1½” of adjustment for ease of installation.

Our new “Claw Hook”design features a shorter overall length than our current 
design and a “devils claw” type hook. The new claw design will grab 1/4”, 5/16” 
and 3/8” chain. The toggled claw enables you to grab the chain quickly and 
easily. Two 1/4” mounting holes are provided in the base of the unit and the claw 
has 1-1/2” of finite adjustment. The overall length closed is adjustable between 
11” and 13” with a 2-1/8” throw or quick release. The handle/lever is secured 
when closed with a ball type QR pin attached with a lanyard.

(chain not 
included)

CAT. NO. DESCRIPTION

46-250-1 Single-Hook Tensioner for 5/16” Chain

46-250-2 Single-Hook Tensioner for 3/8” Chain

46-450 Claw-Hook Tensioner for 1/4”, 5/16” and 3/8” Chain

CAT. NO. DESCRIPTION

46-465 Small Snubber Hook for 1/4 & 5/16” Chain with 12’ of 1/2” 3 Strand Nylon

46-465-5 Small Snubber Hook Only (5/16” T-316 SS stock)

46-475 Large Snubber Hook for 3/8” & 1/2” Chain with 15’ of 5/8” 3 Strand Nylon

46-475-5 Large Snubber Hook Only (1/2” T-316 SS stock)

Snubber 
Hook Only

Single Hook Style Claw Hook Style

Snubber Hook w/ 
Nylon Rope

“Captain Hook” Chain Snubber
Our “Captain Hook” Chain Snubber can be used a few different ways:
1. Use the claw and attached line to relieve tension from your windlass 

while anchored by snubbing the chain overboard and tying off the line to 
a cleat or samson post on deck.

2. Use the snubber on deck for security to hold the chain in your anchor 
roller and tying off on a cleat while under way for piece of mind. 

3. Relieve the tension on the windlass (like in 1) by attaching the snubber to 
the chain in the anchor roller and pulling back and  
tying off securely. 

All T-316 stainless. Versions with 3-strand nylon line include  
professional eye splice.

NOTE: Always keep bitter end of anchor chain secure in windlass while 
using chain snubber.

ALL TYPE 316 STAINLESS

ALL TYPE 316 STAINLESS
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